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Chapter 7

Locke

7.1 Introduction

Figure 7.1: John Locke

7.1.1 Readings and Study questions

¥ Readings: Ideally, you would read Books I and II of LockeÕsEssay
concerning Human Understandingentirely, but here is what is required
(chap stands for chapter, par for paragraph):

- Book I: chap 1 par 1-8, chap 2 par 1-5, and par 18-19

¥ Study questions:

1. What are LockeÕs main aims in theEssay?
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190 CHAPTER 7. LOCKE

2. Why is it important to know the limits of our understanding?

3. What does Locke mean by using a Òplain, historical methodÓ?

4. What are LockeÕs argument(s) against the thesis that humans pos-
sess human knowledge? Does Locke deny that there are proposi-
tions Ðsuch as the principle of contradiction and the principle of
identity Ð which appear evident to us?

7.1.2 Life and work

¥ John Locke: 1632-1704 Ð Puritan, modest family

¥ Historical Background: Religious and political conßicts Ð Locke com-
mitted in politics Ð hectic political life following the hectic political
situation in England during these times:

- Conßict between the monarchy and the parliament Ð ended with the
so-called Glorious Revolution of 1688 Ð when the parliament wins over
the monarchy

- Conßicts between Catholics and Protestants

¥ Education: Westminster school (KingÕs scholar) and then Oxford Ð i.e.
the best you could get in England at the time

¥ Contact with the new science and the new (mechanical) philosophy,
especially Bacon and Boyle Ð knowledge of corpuscularism.

¥ Most important Work:

- Essay concerning human understanding

- Two treatise of Governement

-Letter concerning Toleration

7.1.3 LockeÕsEssay : topic, method, horizon

The Essay Õs topic : inquiry into the limits of human understanding:

- I, I, 1: the understanding is what Òsets man above the rest of sensible
beingsÓ
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- I, I, 7: to inquire into the limits of our understanding is necessary
to avoid getting lost in vain inquiries and useless disputes over things
that are beyond our capacities

!" Locke presents here a rather common goal. He aims at setting the
limits of our understanding.

LockeÕs method : an empiricist, naturalist and descriptive account of ideas

¥ LockeÕs empiricism :
Remember that the empiricist claims that all knowledge comes
from experience. This is what Locke claims in II,I,2: where does
all human knowledge come from: ÒTo this, I answer, in one word,
from experience; out knowledge is founded in all that, and from
that it ultimately derives itselfÓ.
This is not saying that everything we know is just the mirror or
a copy of our experience: the understanding has many ways in
which to combine/generalize/ compare the materials provided by
experience. That said, ultimately, everything in our understand-
ing is grounded in our experience.

¥ LockeÕs naturalism :
LockeÕs aim is to give a natural account of our understanding, that
is to say, an account which appeals only to natural causes. So,
unlike with Descartes, Spinoza and Leibniz, we should not expect
Locke to appeal to God.
Commitment to naturalism is most often linked with modern sci-
entiÞc method: the point of science is to give a description of
the world strictly in terms of natural causes and natural mech-
anism. Any appeal to supernatural causes or mechanisms is not
considered acceptable.
Now, this does not imply that Locke is an atheist!Ð quite the con-
trary in fact. In order to understand this, we need to distinguish
between two kinds of naturalism: methodological and ontological.

DeÞnition 20 ÐMethodological Naturalism
Methodological naturalism is the view that the proper method in
science and philosophy is to appeal only to natural objects and
mechanisms.
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Methodological naturalism does not involve any commitment about
the fundamental nature of the world. In particular, it does not in-
volve any commitment about whether there exists any supernatural
elements in the universe.

DeÞnition 21 ÐOntological Naturalism

Ontological naturalism is the view that the universe is only made
of natural objects and mechanisms. Ontological naturalismdoes
involve a commitment about the fundamental nature of the world.
In particular, it involves the rejection of the existence of supernat-
ural elements in the universe.

Presumably, someone who is committed to ontological natural-
ism will also be committed to methodological naturalism. The
converse, however, is not true: one can easily be committed to
methodological naturalism, whitout being committed to ontolog-
ical naturalism. Indeed, this is the position of many scientists
today!

!" Locke is committed to methodological naturalism but not to
any form of ontological naturalism. That is to say, he is committed
to the idea that the advancement of scientiÞc and philosophical
knowledge is best served by giving accounts of the universe in terms
of natural mechanisms between natural objects.

¥ LockeÕs Òhistorical, plain methodÓ (I,I2)) :

- The expression of Òhistorical methodÓ comes from Bacon:

DeÞnition 22 ÐHistorical Method (Bacon)

The historical method consists in giving a strictly descriptive ac-
count of an object of study. Such a description is supposed to be
free of any theoretical hypothesis.

- LockeÕs object of study being the human understanding, he takes
as a starting point the notion of idea. See the end of I,I, 7: Locke
asks us to grant him that humans have ideas in their minds.

- Locke also assumes that humans havefaculties which allow them
to constitute and use their ideas, including the faculty of under-
standing.
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- From this assumption, Locke wants to give a mere description of
how our understanding come to know these ideas and what kind
of knowledge we can hope to attain,without making any further
theoretical hypothesis about the nature of ideas.
- In particular, Locke claims that he does not have to give an
account of the physical constitution of the mind (cf. I,I 2), or of the
way in which external objects physically a!ect the human mind
such that ideas are produced Ð he claims that these considerations
would be too speculative.

LockeÕs horizon : LockeÕs ultimate goal is eminently practical.

Not knowing the limits of understanding puts us in moral danger:

- Endless controversies, idle despair and/or arrogant skepticism Ð Locke
is dissatisÞed with the speculations of the Aristotelian philosophy, which
produces vain controversies between Scholars.

- Dissatisfaction and Complaints: the immediate beneÞcial moral con-
sequences of knowing our own limits should be that we be able to be
content (I.I 4) Ð instead of blaming God about our imperfection

So, the aim of theEssay is practical: to recognize the limits of our
understanding, without knowing everything about how we know will
be useful:

Our business here is not to know all things, but those which
concern our conduct. (I,I,6)

Ð Analogy with the sailor and his line: the sailor cannot fathom the
depth of the ocean, but can fathom the depth when it becomes useful
(i.e., when coming closer to the shore)

!" Locke is not aiming at giving an absolutely true foundation for the
new science, nor is he aiming at knowledge for itself. His ultimate aim
is practical and moral.

Organization of the Essay :

Locke gives us his program in the book :

1. The origin of ideas
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2. The kind of knowledge attained by the understanding through
such ideas

3. The nature and grounds of what is called faith and opinion

Now, this is not exactly how the book is organized:

- Book I provides a criticism of the notion of innate ideas Ð Before
giving his own, positive, account, Locke needs to criticize the common
view that we are innate ideas

- Book II correspond to 1. above: the origin of ideas

- Book III gives an analysis of language which is not announced here Ð
Locke Þnds out that our knowledge crucially depends on language.

- Book IV deals with 3 and 4 above.

!" We will focus on Book I and II: that is to say, LockeÕs account of the
origin of ideas. The idea is to see how Locke tries to give an account of our
ideas from the point of view of the empiricist. Our main question will then
be: is it possible to do without innate ideas??

7.2 Against Innate Ideas

7.2.1 Introduction

Why Locke needs to criticize the rationalist view Ð Locke presents his
criticism of the idea that there are innate ideas or principles. He ex-
plains that he needs to do so because he expects his reader to be prej-
udiced and biaised.

- an unbiased reader would readily accept the positive account of how
ideas are constituted from experience

- a biased reader needs to see reason why he should doubt what he
holds true: that is to say, that we are innate ideas and principles

Who is LockeÕs target Ð this has been a matter of controversy

- One could of course think that Descartes is the target Ð but then it
is not clear that Locke is not attacking a straw man (would attribute
to Descartes claims that Descartes never held)
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- Recent scholarships suggests that Locke is targeting a much broader
range of English philosophers, among which it may have a common
view.

- The idea seemed to have been at the time that to deny the existence
of innate ideas would open the door to the denial of morals.

!" Locke needs to argue both against the existence of innate ideas and
against the claim that to deny the existence of innate ideas amounts to deny-
ing the existence of morality.

7.2.2 LockeÕs argument(s) against the notion(s) of in-
nate ideas

LockeÕs argument is not perfectly clear. I propose here to reconstruct his
argument as the criticisms against two arguments in favor of two notions of
innateness.

Against the argument of universal assent :

¥ The Þrst argument that Locke targets here goes as follows:

1. There exists propositions which are the object of universal
consent

2. That there is universal consent over a given proposition is
su"cient to prove that such a proposition is innate

3. So: there exists innate propositions

¥ LockeÕs criticism criticizes both premises:

1. There is no such thing as propositions on which everybody
agrees: children and idiots are unaware of the principles that
philosophers cherish the most (principle of contradiction etc)

2. Even if there were such propositions, universal consent does
not imply innateness
For example, one could imagine that everybody agrees that
(well watered) grass is green. Such a universal consent would
not make the proposition: Ò(well-watered) grass is greenÓ in-
nate.

!" None of the premises holds, so the argument is not sound.
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Against the argument of unconscious but self-evident innate ideas
:

One way to answer the criticism above is to say that the children and
idiots are unaware of their ideas. Remember PlatoÕs experiment with
the slave boy: the slave boy does not know any principle of geometry
at the beginning of the experiment. He will discover that he possesses
such knowledge without being aware of it. The traditional argument
for innateness is then that, when we become aware of such truths as
the truths of geometry, they appear self-evident and indubitable to us.
Self-evidence is often given as the sure mark of innateness.

¥ The second argument that Locke targets here goes as follows:

1. There exists propositions in our understanding of which one
is not conscious of

2. That such propositions appear to be self-evident when we
encounter them is a su"cient proof of their innateness.

3. So: There exists self-evident but dormant innate ideas in our
minds.

¥ LockeÕs criticism targets both premises:

1. Against the Þrst premise, he sets up the following dilemma:
- Either the rationalist holds the strong view that innate ideas
are in all human minds at all times, or she holds the weaker
view that all humans possess an innate faculty of knowledge
- The Þrst branch of the alternative is impossible :

[It seems to me] a near contradiction to say that there
are truths imprinted on the soul which it does not
perceive or understand Ð imprinting, if it signiÞes any-
thing, being nothing else by the making certain truths
to be perceived. For to imprint anything on the mind
without the mindÕs perceiving it seems to me hardly
intelligible. (I, II, 4 )

The core of Locke argument for this is the thesis thatall
thoughts are conscious:

No proposition can be said to be in the mind which it
never yet knew, which it was never yet conscious of.
(I, II, 4 )
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- The second branch of the alternative is trivial: no one has
ever denied that humans have a faculty of understanding!!

2. Locke then argues that evidence does not imply innateness:
- he does not deny that there are self-evident propositions
- but he denies that self-evidence makes these proposition in-
nate
- indeed, he explains that, if we were to accept self-evidence as
a su"cient criterion of innateness, then an inÞnite number of
propositions would qualify, and the thesis is rendered absurd.
Example: blue is not red, cats are not dogs etc.
In general, one can formulate an inÞnity of propositions of the
type : A is not B , for all A and B, A #= B.
- One could object that such propositions, which concern
particulars, are derived from the general principle of non-
contradiction, and that, while the general principle is pri-
mary and innate, the particular propositions are secondary
and derivative.
Locke answers that anybody learns the propositions about
particulars before the general principle. Moreover, most peo-
ple know that red is not blue, but donÕt know about the prin-
ciple of contradiction.
LockeÕs conclusion is that the general principles are constructed
on the basis of singular experiences, through reßexion and ab-
straction.

!" None of the premises holds, so the argument is not sound.

Conclusion :

¥ Locke has given a thorough criticism of the most important argu-
ments in favor of innate knowledge. In particular, Locke denies
that either universal consent or self-evidence constitutes su"cient
criteria for innateness.

¥ An important assumption in LockeÕs argument is that all thoughts
are conscious: we cannot have any ideas that we are not aware of.

¥ That said, it is important to notice that Locke does *not* deny
the existence of self-evident propositions on which anyone will
agree on when she pays attention to it. What he denies is that
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such propositions are innate, imprinted in our minds beforehand.
Instead, he will contend that such self-evident propositions are
constructed on the basis of experience.

!" Universality and Evidence exist, but are not the mark of innateness

7.2.3 Against Innate Ideas: The Moral Point of View

Remember that Locke also targets the view that denying the existence of
innate ideas puts morality in danger. Locke is going to argue the opposite
view, that is to say, that claiming that there are innate ideas is detrimental
to morality

Morality and Innate Ideas : the view was that we can answer the chal-
lenge of moral relativism only in a"rming the existence of universal,
self-evident, and absolute moral principles, imprinted (by God) in hu-
mansÕ minds.

LockeÕs view is exactly the opposite:

- To rely on imprinted principles is to rely on mere authority. But
obedience to authority is not the right way to relate to moral principles.
In other words, we are not fully moral when we follow a principle only
because it was imposed on us. Rather, we are fully moral when we fully
understand why such and such principles are right or wrong.

- To rely on authority and innate principles also implies that no dis-
cussion of such principles will be possible. In short, such principles
will have to be accepted instead of properly examined by our reason.
Danger!

- What matters is that we make good usage of our reason, be it for
mathematics or morals. To be fully moral, one must to construct her
principles of morality, step by step, through hard work of reasoning.
Substituting authority to hard inquiry is immoral.

!" According to Locke, the idea that moral principle are innate pro-
motes laziness, ignorance and servitude instead of the proper use of
reason.
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7.2.4 Conclusion on the First Book

¥ Locke hopes to give an account of humansÕ understanding from a nat-
uralistic and empiricist standpoint. He admits the existence of intel-
lectual faculties Ð in particular the understanding Ð and of ideas, and
aims at giving a descriptive account of the mechanisms by which we
attain knowledge.

¥ LockeÕs preliminary duty is to provide arguments against the rationalist
view that humans possess innate knowledge. He considers the various
ways in which the notion of innate ideas is traditionally defended, and
provide thorough criticisms.

¥ Locke does not deny that there are universal and self-evident proposi-
tions but denies that self-evidence and universality are su"cient criteria
for innateness.

¥ In all domain, what matters is to use properly our reason. This is
true concerning all domains, from mathematics to morals. The idea
of innateness bears with it the dangers of authoritarianism. It could
promote ignorance and laziness over critical use of reason.


